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Llanberis Lake Railway station

Dolbadarn Castle

The National Slate Museum

Vivian Quarry

Quarry Hospital

There were three main inclines, with the 
highest over 1500ft above sea level and 
home to the highest locomotive shed in 
Britain.
The old brake house is used to control the 
speed of slate wagons. By observing the 
driving condition of slate wagons through the 
window, the slate can be safely delivered to 
the quarry.

The Incline and old brake house

Dinorwig Quarry closed in 1969 but the 
Victorian workshops, with the largest working 
waterwheel in Britain were preserved. 

The castle overlooking Llyn Peris was built 
by the Welsh prince Llewellyn the Great 
during the early 13th century, to protect and 
control the Llanberis Pass - a strategic loca-
tion, protecting trade and military routes into 
north and south Wales.

When production stopped in 1958, the lower 
half of the quarry gradually flooded to form a 
deep, blue lake - up to 18m in places and 
now popular with scuba divers. And some 
traces of the climbing routes dotted around 
the was the rock faces.

The hospital here was for the men who 
worked at the Dinorwig Quarry in the 19th 
and 20th centuries. The idea was to have a 
hospital on site so men could get back to 
work as soon as possible after treatment. 

The train trip which thousands of visitors 
make every year on the Llanberis Lake 
Railway mostly follows a route constructed in 
1843 to carry slates from Dinorwig quarry to 
the dock at Y Felinheli, also known as Port 
Dinorwic during the era of slate exports. 
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Considering the possibility of reusing the train tracks, the 
side of the track is used as the center, and a new building is 
set up next to the track

Considering the possibility of reusing train tracks, set up 
new buildings beside the tracks
Add an observation deck while transferring the center to the 
middle of the original structure.

Connect the original structure of the pedestrian crossing on 
the southwest side;
The center is placed in the middle of the structure;
Rotating a certain angle can provide better viewing.

Add an observation deck in the middle of the structure, and 
the buildings near the north side provide better views than 
the south side.

First Design Strategy

Place the entrance in the middle of the original structure, 
leaving a long corridor between the newly added observa-
tion deck on the south side and the original structure. Visi-
tors can enter from the pedestrian entrance or from the 
track side.

Developed Design Strategy

Cancellation of the corridor between the newly added building 
and the original structure allows visitors to enter from both 
sides.
An employee entrance was added outside the kitchen, and 
the roof of the new building was used as an open-air balcony.

Plan of First Design Strategy

Plan of Developed Design Strategy
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public route

staff route

1   reception
2   luggage storage
3   common room
4   bar area
5   sick bay
6   double suite
7   public area
8   laundry room
9   shower room
10  twele bed dormitory
11  toilet
12  supply store
13  cafe/ restaurant
14  kitchen
15  foofd store
16  double standerd room
17  out door terrace
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Plan of Developed Design Strategy
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6   double suite
7   public area
8   laundry room
9   shower room
10  twele bed dormitory
11  toilet
12  supply store
13  cafe/ restaurant
14  kitchen
15  foofd store
16  double standerd room
17  out door terrace

7   public area
8   laundry room
9   shower room
10  twele bed dormitory
11  toilet
12  supply store
13  cafe/ restaurant
14  kitchen
15  foofd store
16  double standerd room
17  out door terrace
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Architectural Moment

existing slate wall

steel frame for new 
adding structur

new adding wall without 
cladding

timber cladding

glazing and glazing frame

slate roof

Glass roof protects the public space from rain and wind.
Provides a warm and safe green environment.

slate roofing

timber cladding
counter battens
plastic membrane
XPS thermal insulation

lime plaster

timber floor

slab

timber ceiling



Before and after comparison

View from ground floor bar area View from first floor corridor


